Some Examples of Approved Themes

1) Theme title: **Vocal Theory & Performance**
   Selection rule: Option A
   Focus Courses: Gen Music 252 – Harmony (FAL)
   Conduct 364 (.5 credit course, taken four times) – Chapel Choir (FAL)
   Remaining Courses: Gen_Cmn 204 – Paradigms & Strategies of Leadership (SBS)
   Psych 110 – Intro to Psychology (SBS)
   Phil 260 – Intro to Moral Philosophy (HSV)
   Religion 329 – Topics in the Bible (HSV)

2) Theme title: **Russian Studies**
   Selection rule: Option A
   Focus Courses: Slavic 390 – Literature & Politics in Russia (FAL)
   Slavic 367-1 – Russian Film (FAL)
   History 345-3 – History of Russia (HSV)
   Remaining Courses: Sociol 216 – Gender & Society (SBS)
   Intl St 390 – Special Topics in International Studies (SBS)
   German 232 – Theme of Faust (HSV)

3) Theme title: **Economics**
   Selection rule: Option B
   Focus Courses: Econ 201 – Intro to Macroeconomics (SBS)
   Econ 202 – Intro to Microeconomics (SBS)
   Econ 310-1 – Microeconomics I (SBS)
   Econ 310-2 – Microeconomics II (SBS)
   Econ 311 – Macroeconomics (SBS)
   Remaining Courses: Econ 324 – Western Economic History (HSV)
   Econ 323-1 – Economic History of the U.S. (HSV)
   *This type of scheme is effective for students who are double-majoring in Weinberg.

4) Theme title: **English Language & Literature**
   Selection rule: Option B
   Focus Courses: English Language AP Credits (2) (FAL)
   English Literature AP Credits (2) (FAL)
   English 234 – Intro to Shakespeare (FAL)
   Remaining Courses: American History AP Credit (1) (HSV)
   Econ 201 – Intro to Macroeconomics (SBS)

5) Theme title: **Language & Linguistics**
   Selection rule: Option B
   Focus Courses: Spanish 102-3 – Intermediate Spanish (FAL)
   Spanish 199 – Language Workshop (FAL)
   AAL 115-1 – Japanese I (FAL)
   Cog_Sci 210 – Language and the Brain (SBS)
   Ling 240 – Languages of the World (SBS)
   Remaining Courses: Art 120 – Basic Drawing (FAL)
   Anthro 211 – Culture & Society (HSV)
*Students pursuing multiple foreign languages must have a Linguistics course to connect them.*